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ABSTRACT
This document describes the process of making complex architectural decisions for
intelligent lighting systems. Making an architectural decision requires certain steps. The
first step is obtaining the decision making elements from a list of requirements. This is
done for OpenAIS through a specific process as described in this document. The
document also justifies the process by explaining our choices and the differences with
the other state of the art approaches.
Subsequently, decision making elements must be detailed in order to leave no room for
any miss-interpretation among participants of the project. Detailing process for intelligent
lighting systems domain and the detailed decision elements are provided in this
document.
Finally, decision making process can be initiated by using the decision making elements.
The decision making process should be performed whenever an architectural choice is
to be made. This document gives a brief overview about this process and possible
approaches to evaluating the result of the process.
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0 INTRODUCTION
This document is the D2.2, first public deliverable of WP2.
In the document, the participants who have been involved in the design and the
execution of the decision making process for the selection of the OpenAIS architecture
explain and justify the decision making process. The reader will find information on how
the decision making process tackles the functional and non-functional requirements of
different stakeholders.
[The reader will find the capabilities of the different system components and the options
for implementation.]

0.1 Architecture Decision Matrix
This section describes process of complex decision making, and not its results.
In order to compare complex systems, it is necessary to understand the requirements
of the system and how to break down a system into its most important aspects. These
aspects must be measurable since they are meant to be the elements of comparison.
Systems might be broken down with respect to their performance, abilities or cost.
However, one of the motivations of OpenAIS is to make complex architectural decisions
without losing sight of the big picture. Therefore, a breakdown structure must cover every
critical aspect of the system.
An aspect of a system does not imply a decision criterion. It only provides a superficial
understanding of the system. For example, a criterion like “Scalability” does not provide
the relation between the actual system and the concept of Scalability.
For making a criterion comparable, it must be well defined in the context of the system
and it must be broken down into sub-components. This process requires domain specific
expert opinions in order to make the comparison less open to interpretation. These subcomponents should have the same meaning for experts in that domain. After this
approval step, the sub-components can be accepted as sub-criteria of an actual criteria.
Subsequently, sub-criteria of a criterion might have different priority levels. An expert
opinion is necessary to decide whether there is a priority difference between them or
not. If there is a priority difference, the expert must give different weights to each subcriteria.
A sub-criterion should be measurable and it should not lead to different interpretations
in order to avoid any confusion during the rating phase. Each sub-criterion shall have its
own metric for rating it. Defining the metric requires domain specific knowledge. Different
scores of the metric must be clear enough to avoid dilemma during the rating phase.
Consequently, each sub-criterion is rated using its own metric. The weighted sum of
scores of sub-criteria reflects the score of actual criteria. These scores are then being
used for comparing architectures.
Each criterion may have a different level of priority for the decision and these may be
mapped to corresponding weights. These weights would have a substantial effect on the
decision of the selected criteria. Thus, we refrain from explicitly assigning weights to
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different criteria. Instead, scores of each criterion must be compared with each other in
an isolated manner. Spider diagrams are well suited for making the comparison in this
case. In order to facilitate this, we create a decision matrix that automatically draws
spider diagrams after assessment of individual criteria by experts.
In the OpenAIS project, the decision making process is an ongoing effort. In order to
handle this effort, the structure of the decision matrix is not expected to change over
time. We have used a baseline architecture (Zumtobel LITECOM) as a reference for
checking the comparison processes. The baseline architecture has some high and low
scores for various decision making criteria.
Creation of the architecture was an evolutionary process and this evaluated architecture
is constantly compared against the baseline architecture via the decision matrix. The
aim of this procedure is to create an architecture that has the best fit to the expectations.
The decision matrix is used after each critical modification of the candidate architecture
in order to observe effect of the change. This comparison gives a clear idea about the
benefits and drawbacks of the modification. To sum up, the decision matrix is not used
only once; it is a tool that is used in a continuous effort.

0.2 Deriving the decision making criteria
Deriving the decision making criteria is the most important step of selecting the
architecture.
Extracting the decision making criteria from the requirements requires a delicate work
and a strong communication between different teams. This extraction process is usually
performed by a team with technical expertise on the project. In order to run the extraction
process, a list of user requirements and use cases is expected. This list is usually
prepared by another team that is mostly composed of stakeholders who are close to the
customers. The decision making criteria are expected to be extracted from this list.
However, this process can be quite time consuming or it can create inaccurate results
due to some practical problems. Firstly, the decision making process needs the user
requirements and uses cases as inputs. Since the architectural decisions are bound to
the decision making criteria, this serial approach costs significant time. Moreover, lack
of communication between these two teams during the preparation of the requirements
can create severe problems while extracting the decision making criteria. Requirements
and uses cases may not give guidance while deriving the technical decisions. In this
case, there is a danger of losing the connection between the requirements and the
decision making criteria. It is also possible to have some misunderstandings while
checking the supplied input. This can negatively affect the direction of the selected
architecture.
In order to avoid the aforementioned problems, and to manage time more efficiently, the
OpenAIS project followed another process. Instead of using two different teams for
creating the requirements and extracting the decision making criteria, those two teams
are encouraged to collaborate and start fulfilling their objectives in parallel. The team
that is producing the user requirements documentation (WP1 of OpenAIS) and the team
that is extracting the requirements (WP2 of OpenAIS) have some members in common
and some other members of those groups also participated in the other group’s
meetings/works. Therefore, there is a strong communication between WP1 and WP2
that allowed WP2 to start extracting the decision making criteria very early. WP1
constantly controlled the process of extracting the decision making criteria, while WP2
rearranged the decision making criteria according to the course of WP1. WP2 members
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were also present in a number of interviews with the stakeholders, for giving a feedback
to the process of creating the requirements. Some of the WP1 stakeholder interviews
have been performed by WP2 members, to have as much direct input as possible.
This proactive way of working for both WP1 and WP2 streamlined communications and
more importantly, aligned the decision making criteria with the project requirements. At
the end, WP1 and WP2 have cross-reviewed their output in order to make sure that
every requirement and use case has an equivalent decision making criterion. However
the latter process did not have an effect (i.e. no changes were required) on the resulting
decision making criteria since the WP1 had also participated in the preparation of the
criteria.
In this document, derived criteria are categorized in accordance with the D1.1.

0.3 Science of making complex architectural decisions
This section briefly describes scientific approaches to the making complex
architectural decisions.
Overview
Complex decision making has drawn significant attention lately. However, many studies
[1][2][3] treat the process of decision making differently compared to the OpenAIS
approach. They assume that components of a system are subject to change and
choosing the right component is the actual decision. Unfortunately, this assumption
cannot hold for every system. It is not reasonable to select a component among many
and then expect it to fit the system coherently. It is not realistic to assume that the
components performing the same operation can be seamlessly replaced with each
other. Moreover, a component for operation A may reject to work with a component for
operation B. This practical problem also makes the approach less feasible.
For a large scale system like OpenAIS, the system must be treated as a whole, just like
suggested by other studies [4][5]. In addition, studies [6][7] state that an architectural
criterion becomes a decision criterion, similarly to the OpenAIS perception. However,
[4][7] argue that a decision making criterion must be derived from the requirements and
use cases rather than a parallel approach. Some studies in the literature [5][6] point out
possible alignment problems while trying to derive the decision criteria from the
requirements. In OpenAIS, the collaboration between those two operations
accomplished in parallel, has allowed us to prepare more accurate decision criteria while
giving us a significant advantage in terms of time.
It is argued in [3] that decisions might have different levels of abstraction. In OpenAIS,
the concept of sub-criteria can deal with that problem where necessary. In addition [3]
also states that there should be different levels of fulfilment. This is equivalent to having
a well-defined metric for each sub-criterion.

Tools for decision making
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There are other possible tools used for the decision making process. A limited number
of them can be presented as:
1) Design Structure Matrix [8]
This tool allows identifying the input and output relations between
subcomponents of the system. This tool is used for the purpose of decomposition
and integration. It can be advantageous while trying to observe cascading effects
when there is a modification in a component.
2) Architecture Decision Graph [9]
This is a very advanced tool compared to traditional tools for decision making. It
provides a computational framework for making the decision making process
more measurable and effective. It can also analyse interrelated decisions for
supporting human decision-making.
Compared to [8], OpenAIS approach is much more sophisticated in terms of decision
making. Since the accessibility of [9] is limited, we did not prefer to use it.
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1 CRITERIA AND SUB-CRITERIA EXPLAINED
1.1 EASE OF LIFE
1.1.1 Upgradability to this architecture from existing
architectures
Explanation and Motivation
Only a few systems are installed without the need to integrate existing partitions or
devices. Therefore the “upgradability” of the existing systems towards a new architecture
is a key feature. This feature determines how fast the new architecture can be deployed
on the market, and if there is a chance that existing systems will be upgraded to the new
architecture.
Of course, this integrability depends on both the new and the existing systems, but given
a good integrability of the heritage system, significant achievements are possible.
Therefore the measurement looks at the seamlessness of operation and maintenance,
and to the ease of the integration process itself.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Functional groups span old and new systems seamlessly
Lighting controls uses grouping a lot. Groups may be locations like rooms or
floors, but may also be functional groups like uplight and downlight. Integration
capabilities are highly related to the ability of using and modelling the controls
groups of old system.
Quality of combined handling determines convenience between user and the
system..
Metric of this criterion is focused on translation ability. The best case is when all
grouping structures and functionalities can be used seamlessly across the
system borders.
2. Integrated commissioning methods and tools
Whenever there are two systems involved, there is the trouble of the selection of
the correct tools for parametrization and maintenance.
Decreasing the number of necessary tools for interoperability, increases the
power of integrability. Best case is requiring only one set of tools regardless of
the number of affected system parts.
The measurement is done by looking into the additional measures that are
necessary to perform commissioning and fault finding (in the older part) of the
system
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3. Integration efforts
Integration efforts for heritage systems are a necessary part of any useful
integration. The parameters of the interface need to be set up in a way that the
combination of the two systems work reasonably together.
Integration for seamless operation will happen only if the effort to do this is
reasonably low.
High integration efforts lead to small acceptance of mixed systems, and slow
down the market acceptance dramatically.
Metric aims to measure the level of required guidance. In the best case, the
integration is done automatically, and the reference tables are created internally
or with as little guidance as possible.

1.1.2 Ease of handling (maintenance, installation) for
Electricians
Explanation and Motivation
For any electrical installation, the electrical contractor is one of the key stakeholder on
site. Complex system topologies and unexpected limitations of a system slow down the
process of installation and verification, and add cost and hassle. If the installation is
smooth, fault finding and correction is easy and logical, and if the contractor can hand
over the installation in acceptable time and shape, he will support the system, and help
spreading the technology.
The measured “ease of handling for the electrical contractor” allows us to understand
the (initial) market acceptance of a controls architecture. Initial market acceptance (that
is: before education of electricians happens) is a must for commercial success.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Unambiguous connectors (no choices) / antenna position (no choices)
During installation all ambiguities are difficult to handle. The type and positions
of all connections should be very clear, in case of RF the same applies for
antenna positioning. There shall be no or really very little room for error.
If every step to be performed in the installation is clear, logic and unambiguous
the installation will be performed within a reasonable timeframe and with little
errors.
The best option is always to have one directional connector since there are no
choice needed. The more choices the higher the probability of an error is,
especially if time is pressing.
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2. Easily available cabling and connector material
If cabling needs are very specific, or connectors used are difficult to source, the
installation depends on the quality of planning and the quality of supplies. It may
turn out expensive and time consuming to order e.g. another 5 connectors due
to some mistake on site.
Cabling and connector needs may form additional obstacles for a smooth
installation and satisfied contractors.
If standard contractors’ materials are used (confectioned “cables with plugs”) in
the pocket of the contractor (e.g. patch cables) a typical installation runs very
smoothly, avoiding parameters such as ordering times and unclear materials
availability.
3. Simple “connection works” check (yes/no – nothing in between)
A major concern of an electrical contractor is to verify and document that all the
connections have been made and are performing well. A simple and
straightforward check is preferred against a check with some options or “could /
should” clauses involved. The speed of this check is a major concern.
Checking and verifying the connections (together with the fault finding mission
for correction) is the final part of installation a contractor performs on a site.
In the best case, the connection status for power and network connections can
be seen and verified without any tools and without any additional networking
setup measures. The more additional tools/measures are required to perform the
check and the less information the system provides, the lower the points are.

1.1.3 Ease of handling (maintenance, installation) for IT
Explanation and Motivation
One of the fundamental goals of OpenAIS is providing IP connectivity to endpoints. IT
personnel must be able install and maintain the OpenAIS compatible systems in order
to make use of IP connectivity. Providing ease of handling for IT can make OpenAIS
preferable compared to other systems since it decreases the workload of IT personnel.
This criterion reflects the differences between architectures from the IT personnel’s point
of view. Their opinions about the OpenAIS may allow better utilization of the system
capabilities since they will be responsible from installation, maintenance and
configuration of the system. When they have better control over the system,
stakeholders will show more acceptance to OpenAIS. Therefore, it is necessary to have
this criterion while comparing the architectures.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these three sub-criteria:
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1. Ease of configuration (during the installation)
Configuration during the installation is a vital part of the commissioning. IT
personnel are expected to play an important role during this phase. They should
not be forced to know details of the system. If they face major difficulties during
the installation, they will be less likely to give positive feedback towards
OpenAIS.
Metric of this criterion is focused on auto-configuration of the devices. Level of
autonomy is a solid metric for scoring the ease of configuration.
2. Ease of maintenance
Maintenance of the system usually takes place during troubleshooting activities
in the system. The maintenance procedure should not be time consuming; on
the contrary it should help the IT personnel for monitoring the errors.
Metric of this criterion is focused on problem monitoring in the system and
correcting the problems. Problem monitoring must easily find the root cause. IT
personnel should perform minimal effort during correction of the problem.

3. Firmware and configuration updates management
Firmware updates may be necessary for numerous reasons. OpenAIS must be
flexible enough to provide automation of updates rather than manual
intervention. Otherwise, almost any update can easily overwhelm the IT
personnel.
Metric of this criterion is focused on auto-update of the devices. The level of
autonomy can be used as evaluation criterion. OpenAIS should not rely upon
manual intervention to the devices.

1.1.4 Ease of handling (maintenance, installation) for providers
(lighting)
Explanation and Motivation
The commissioning efforts (localization, addressing, grouping, troubleshooting) are one
of the biggest cost drivers during setting up & maintaining a lighting management
system. Reducing this costs to a bare minimum (e.g. through optimal workflows) makes
OpenAIS preferable to other architectures.
This criterion allows the comparison of the commissioning efforts of the different
architectures, which is especially important for lighting systems.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
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This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Ease of localization devices
Localization of a device is the first step in commissioning of a lighting
management system and means uniquely identifying a device. The procedure
should be as fast and failsafe as possible.
Metric of this criterion are the methods available/existing that data can be used
in terms of requirement for additional effort.
2. Ease of grouping/addressing devices
Addressing/grouping is the second step in commissioning of a lighting
management system and means giving a device one or more addresses (for
communication). The procedure should be as fast and failsafe as possible.
Metric of this criterion are the methods available/existing data that can be used.
3. Ease of troubleshooting (error diagnostics)
Troubleshooting is the final step in commissioning of a lighting management
system and means finding & fixing the failures observed during installation and
commissioning. The procedure should be as fast and failsafe as possible.
Metric of this criterion are the methods available.

1.1.5 Use of open standards
Explanation and Motivation
One of the key aims of OpenAIS is to enable an open standard for IP-based lighting
control. It can be observed that all of today’s major standards in connectivity are based
on “building blocks” which are often standardized themselves, for example the various
protocols of the Internet Protocol suite. These building blocks can in turn be proprietary
(closed), de-facto standards or true open standards. For the acceptance of OpenAIS as
an open standard, it is necessary to build as much as possible on existing open
standards, because closed building blocks will yield doubts by potential adopters on the
availability, cost (e.g. unfair IPR license terms), and freedom of use. An alternative for
OpenAIS would be to develop in majority its own components instead of using alreadystandardized ones. However this would run into the issue of additional time and resource
constraints for OpenAIS, as well as a risk of limited acceptance by the wider lighting and
building control markets.
Therefore, the Use of Open Standards has been selected as a criterion in the decision
process. The criterion will enable us to select an architecture that makes maximum use
of open standards as its building blocks.
“Open standard” is here defined as a standard or specification that is
• publicly available and reviewable;
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• has Fair, Reasonable And Non-Discriminative (FRAND) [10] licensing terms;
• was created in an open process;
• has, or allows, a competitive multi-supplier eco-system
A closed standard is defined as the opposite. In practice, a standard could fall in between
the two extremes of open and closed.
In addition, making use of open standards in OpenAIS can involve a varying degree of
use: one can see it as a continuous scale of usage from none to full use. So it could
mean that an existing standard is fully incorporated, i.e. without any modifications, or
that an existing standard is partly incorporated, e.g. with minor modifications required
for OpenAIS, or it could be re-use by using the architectural concepts of an existing
standard but not the format of the protocols.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into three sub-criteria that each evaluate a different level of the
OpenAIS architecture stack, from the lowest level to highest level:
1. Use of open standards to realize IP connectivity (incl L1,L2,L3) in the field
network
This sub-criterion evaluates the use of open standards to achieve IP connectivity
in the field network, which is the lowest level network that interconnects all
luminaires and sensors “in the field”. A field network may be based on multiple
technologies, for example, a mix of wired and wireless. The metric is formulated
under the assumption that multiple IP connectivity technologies (standards) are
allowed in the architecture.
The metric ranges from zero open standards used as IP connectivity options
(score 1) to all options being an open standard (score 5, best).
2. Use of open standard application-level IoT framework (L4-L7) in luminaires
In the OpenAIS state of the art research, a number of application-level IoT
frameworks are described that were created to support many IoT applications
with a common layer of services that are needed for all application domains. For
example, functions like security, parameter configuration, software update, or
service discovery. This sub-criterion evaluates the use of such IoT framework in
an architecture.
The metric ranges from no standard framework used at all (score 1) to an open
standard framework used (scores 4 and 5). Score 5 can only be achieved if no
OpenAIS specific extensions are applied to the framework.
3. Use of open data models for luminaires/sensors/controllers
An architecture for OpenAIS ideally should include a specification for a data
model such that cross-vendor compatibility of luminaires, sensors and controllers
is allowed. The data model includes interfaces that are used to operate the
functions of lighting devices in a standardized, predictable way. The IP
connectivity solution (sub-criterion #1) and the IoT framework (sub-criterion #2)
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typically do not define such a data model in detail, since these are applicationindependent building blocks. Therefore, the use of open standard data models
is evaluated separately.
Making use of open already-used standards for data models can greatly increase
the adoption of an OpenAIS solution, because the interfaces and concepts are
familiar to implementers.
The metric ranges from “no open data models used” (score 1, worst) to “fully
open data model based on existing open standards” (score 5, best). In the scores
in between there are various degrees of openness identified, for example the
case where 20% of interfaces are not standardized i.e. vendor-specific (score 3).

1.1.6 Reuse from IT domain
Explanation and Motivation
Connected lighting and smart building systems will cost less to install and operate if they
can make use of existing networking and IT operations infrastructure.
This criterion is intended to capture the degree to which each OpenAIS architecture
candidate is able to make use of these as shared and often pre-existing assets.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Uses service integration technologies familiar to IT group staffs
Enterprise information services take many forms, but they are usually hosted by
IT on behalf of employees and various business functions. A prime concern is
the integration of each service with IT’s identity, authentication and authorisation
policy services, e.g. LDAP, Active Directory.
Without this integration, the user and administrator accesses to the OpenAIS
services and devices must be managed separately from everything else.
30% weighting reflects lesser contribution to costs than network infrastructure.
2. Uses network infrastructure already provided by IT groups
Enterprise IT groups already act as wired and wireless network operators for
their employers’ buildings and sites. These networks carry large amounts of
intranet traffic amongst services and employees. Using them also for connected
lighting would remove much of the burden of installing and operating data
networks from the lighting systems.
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Lighting systems that require their own network infrastructure, physical or logical,
incur significant extra costs on installers and users.
40% weighting reflects the significant influence on cost of this criterion.
3. Uses existing support, service monitoring and asset management
IT groups routinely process support requests, monitor services and track
physical assets. For lighting to be just another enterprise service, hosted by IT,
delivered by FM and consumed by all employees, it needs to supported,
monitored and asset-tracked in the same way. The candidate OpenAIS
architectures should be explicit about how this is to be achieved, and how it is to
be achieved efficiently.

30% weighting reflects lesser contribution to costs than network infrastructure.

1.1.7 Extensibility
Explanation and Motivation
With OpenAIS, the lighting industry ventures into a completely new era in which main
stream IoT technologies are expected to dominate this market. The introduction of this
system architecture will change the pace of innovation and the spectrum of players in
the lighting world. As in other “digitized” domains we will see many new and innovative
companies entering the market with new applications. At the same time, the lifetime of
existing technologies will diminish. Therefore one of the key design parameters for the
new OpenAIS architecture is extensibility. There is value in the ability of the architecture
to rapidly absorb such new developments, updates, extensions and changes.
This criterion reflects some main extension points for the architecture including changes
in the base technology, especially the communication layers and the addition of new
devices and new applications to an existing system.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into three sub-criteria:
1. Integration of a new connectivity technology
OpenAIS will support IPv6 functionality until the end node. For the prototypes
based upon OpenAIS, and in view of the state of the art technology, 6LowPAN
and Ethernet have been chosen as “default” wireless and wired connectivity
layers. However, the architecture allows (and expects) other connectivity
layers(Link Layer, Physical Layer) to be used over the lifetime of the architecture
and therefore prescribes the minimum conditions to any connectivity layers. For
the architecture, the impact of such changes is therefore an important criterion.
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The scoring metric is based upon the impact of the change in the architecture
which can range from “no” (i.e. only new components development) up to major
impact on the architecture, which means a change in decomposition, interfaces
or implementation.
2. Integration of a new (type) of sensor and or actuator
Data gathering and processing is a rapidly growing field. The OpenAIS
architecture therefore has a major focus on the integration of sensors, as well as
the communication and processing of data. Addition of new sensors which were
unknown at the moment of development or even commissioning of a system will
be a common practice. The OpenAIS architecture should therefore enable a
seamless integration of new sensor devices.
The scoring metric is based upon the impact of the change in the architecture
which can range from “no” (i.e. just new components development) up to major
impact on the architecture, which means a change in decomposition, interfaces
or implementation.

3. Change of one of the connectivity layers
OpenAIS relies heavily upon standard IoT technologies and network features.
As IoT is a new domain and changing rapidly, it can be expected that during the
lifetime of the OpenAIS architecture, many changes in network standards,
protocols or libraries will occur. Therefore, the OpenAIS architecture must be
flexible in incorporating new and emerging standards.
Again, the scoring metric is based upon the impact of the change in the
architecture which can range from “no” (i.e. just new components development)
up to major impact on the architecture, which means a change in decomposition,
interfaces or implementation.

1.1.8 Scalability
Explanation and Motivation
One of the fundamental criteria for a well-designed system architecture is its scalability.
OpenAIS will become a more successful solution if the architecture is suitable for small,
middle and large topologies with various levels of functionality.
This criterion reflects the differences between architectures from the IT personnel’s point
of view. Their opinions about the OpenAIS may allow better utilization of the system
capabilities since they will be responsible for the installation, maintenance and
configuration of the system. When they have better control over the system,
stakeholders will show more acceptance to OpenAIS. Because, it is quite reasonable to
say that IT personnel’s view will have a significant influence on the all stakeholders.
Therefore, it is necessary to have this criterion while comparing the architectures.
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Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Total costs for adding devices and/or functionality
The additional costs for adding new devices or functionality are a vital argument
for or against a system architecture. This concerns the whole lifecycle of an
installation. Responsibilities of system integrator can be degraded when the
system has better scalability.
Metric of this criterion is focused on increase in cost for adding new devices or
functionality.
2. Continuous functionality/UI independent of size
The same functionality and an UI independent of size are very important soft
factors for easy life with a system over the lifecycle. If the user can have its
experience preserved within the system, it becomes easier to move from a
smaller installation to a bigger one and vice versa.
Metric of this criterion is focused on how well designed is the usability over the
full architecture. This is measured by consistency of the functionality and UI with
different sizes.
3. Performance independent of size
The same performance independent of size is a very good soft factor for the
acceptance of OpenAIS. If the user has always the same user experience (UX),
it makes the systems easier to apprehend independently of size and
functionality.
Metric of this criterion is focused on the fulfilment of the performance
requirement.

1.2 INCREASE BUILDING VALUE
1.2.1 Manufacturing, installation and commissioning cost (per
luminaire)
Explanation and Motivation
Cost is always a key to business. Especially the total upfront investment for a system is
a key figure for the success of OpenAIS.
Different architectures have different cost implications. The first time cost includes
handling and commissioning costs, and that is where substantial differences between
the architectures lie.
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Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Cost of devices
The cost of devices is measured by looking to the cost of an example device and
all means that are necessary to get it connected.
Device cost are the most obvious part of costing.
The scoring is built on figures supplied by manufacturers. These need to be
updated from time to time, as device costs tend to vary a lot over time.
2. Installation and connection cost
There is a huge difference in time for installation and connection needed,
depending on the architectural requests. The predictability of the cost is crucial
and allows contractors to build offers accordingly.
The installation and connection cost are the second largest part of total costi.
The reference is a distance of 4m that needs to be bridged to the next device
and a false ceiling with the installation in the ceiling void.
The scoring looks to predictability and average time used. The estimated times
are derived from experienced installers, and DO NOT include the mechanical
luminaire mounting cost and time.
3. Commissioning and fault finding cost
Commissioning of the system (addressing, localization, grouping and basic
parametrization) is a major and possibly time consuming part of the cost.
Especially localization and fault finding missions which depend entirely on the
support the system gives.
This is the third part of total upfront cost, and it is in some areas known to be
substantially above the device cost.
The scoring looks to the support the system provides, and to the time that is
needed in average to commission one luminaire.

1.2.2 Power efficiency
Explanation and Motivation
Power efficiency is considered as most important, as power consumption is a main
reason to switch over to LED technology. Energy saving by LED is obvious, but
additional energy saving between 20%-40% can be achieved, by having a smart lighting
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control. In a lighting system however, the control logic, power distribution logic and
interface logic will consume additional power. The power consumption of the whole
lighting system needs to be considered for a good judgement of the power efficiency.
The criterion for power efficiency has following sub-criteria:
• Standby power consumption (40%)
• Operational power distribution efficiency (30%)
• Efficiency of controls (30%)
Standby power consumption is weighed the highest, as when applying LED technology;
the operational power consumption is already low, compared to more traditional light.
High standby power consumption may be contradictory to this. The other two criteria are
equally weighed, as they are also independent of each other, and can be applied
separately.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Standby power consumption:
The standby power consumption of LED luminaire (LED is OFF, so no power for
lighting needed), to maintain power for integrated control unit and sensors.
In case of an external power supply unit (e.g. a DC PSU), the external power
supply unit is considered to be part of the luminaire, as it depends for standby
power on the external PSU.
Power losses in the power cabling to external PSU need to be considered also.
Scoring explained (1 lowest, 5 highest):
1. Power consumption > 1.0 W
2. Power consumption < 1.0 W
3. Power consumption < 0.75 W
4. Power consumption < 0.5 W
5. Power consumption < 0.25 W
2. System Infrastructural (operational) power efficiency:
The power efficiency is measured of the whole lighting system, including devices
to maintain the network infrastructure, and other on-premises devices, such as
servers and databases. The power efficiency of the LED driver/converter, which
drives a L2 module are outside the scope of the system infrastructural power
efficiency. However the controls part of a LED luminaire is considered to be part
of the System infrastructure
Scoring explained (1 lowest, 5 highest):
1. Power efficiency < 80%
2. Power efficiency > 80%
3. Power efficiency > 85%
4. Power efficiency > 90%
5. Power efficiency > 95%
3. Efficiency of Controls over time:
How much can additional controls contribute to the luminaire efficiency, which
can be seen as an improved Lumens/Watt efficiency at the Luminaire, but
measured over time (kWh).
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Adding controls also requires power at the luminaire, so implies a negative
contribution. Having smart controls however means a positive contribution could
be achieved, as lighting is not always ON.
Smart controls can be e.g. occupancy based lighting either using simple
occupancy data or a high granularity of occupancy data.
Use as a reference: a typical LED driver/converter + L2 module with a fixed
output has a certain Lumens/Watt efficiency (without any controls).
Scoring explained (1 lowest, 5 highest):
1. A negative effect on kilowatt-hour consumption for a luminaire.
2. Additional control has no effect on improving the luminaire efficiency.
3. A reduction of 20% on kilowatt-hour consumption for a luminaire.
4. A reduction of 40% on kilowatt-hour consumption for a luminaire.
5. A reduction of 60% on kilowatt-hour consumption for a luminaire

1.3 BUILDING WIDE ECOSYSTEM
1.3.1 Interoperability with building automation systems
Explanation and Motivation
Interoperability is a concept for allowing different systems to work collaboratively. This
can be collaborative decision making, sharing some data and reports between the
systems or creating logical groups between systems. OpenAIS aims to make
interoperability with other building management systems possible, in order to mutually
benefit from the systems’ capabilities.
This criterion reflects the differences between architectures in terms of collaboration
capabilities. Interoperability with other building management systems can make
OpenAIS substantially preferable since it creates an opportunity to have collaboratively
working building automation systems that can act in a more efficient and intelligent
manner.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these three sub-criteria:
1. Sensor, output and data transparency
Interoperability depends on collaboration. At the system level, transparency is
required to some extent. Transparency is allowing other systems to learn, use
and manipulate the data and behaviour of a system.
Metric of this criterion is focused on different levels of transparency. In detail,
transparency of input/output, trends, operations and maintenance data allows
better interoperability with other building automation systems.
2. Ease of maintenance
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Level of interoperability depends on how the systems are connected.
Configuration and maintenance of these connections require efforts from experts
of both systems. However, it is possible to minimize their effort by automatizing
the maintenance process.
Metric of this criterion is focused on autonomous configuration of connections
and cooperation. Configuration of connections can be implemented by a manual
i/o mapping, which is not easy to maintain, or by automation of i/o mapping. In
addition, configuration of cooperation is measured by checking potentials for
service discovery and automated logical layers/groups.
3. Energy management
Energy usage of systems are usually isolated from each other. However, taking
energy consumption decisions based on data from both systems can increase
the energy efficiency of the building.
Metric of this criterion is focused on making collaborative energy management
policies possible. Accuracy of the estimation of energy consumption, reporting
abilities for the energy consumption, possible controls over the energy
consumption and automatic energy reduction abilities are inspected for
measuring this criteria.

1.3.2 Emergency lighting integration capability
Explanation and Motivation
Emergency lighting represents one of the best case scenarios in the general lighting.
so therefore one goal of OpenAIS is integration of emergency lighting. There are two
relevant topologies:
• Single Battery Luminaires / Systems
•

Group / Central Battery Systems

Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Integration Level
The integration of an emergency system in a lighting management system is an
additional unique selling proposition (USP) for OpenAIS. It makes life for the
system integrator and the facility manager easier.
Metric of this criterion is focused on the different integration levels.
2. Monitoring Level
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The integration of an emergency system in a lighting management system is an
additional USP for OpenAIS. The single monitoring of emergency luminaires
helps the facility managers to determine an efficient strategy for emergency
actions when necessary. .
Metric of this criterion is focused on the different monitoring levels.
3. Functionality
An emergency lighting system can provide several functionalities for emergency
actions.
Metric of this criterion is focused on the fulfilment of different emergency
functions.

1.4 OTHER RELEVANT CRITERIA
1.4.1 Error resilience
Explanation and Motivation
The reliability of a system can have different meanings depending on people involved in
the lighting systems:
• A end user expects the lighting system to respond fast to his activities in a
building, so he can perform maximally (availability of light)
• A facility manager wants to get the occupancy data at regular time interval to
improve the efficiency of the building usage (availability of data)
• A maintenance person wants to have a long up-time of the system to reduce
maintenance costs (system up-time)
Reliability of the system is more than the sum of the reliability of each component used
within the system. Also, connectivity aspects have to be included, especially in the area
of wireless communication. Wireless interferences may highly contribute to the actual
performance of the system and as such affects the reliability of the system.
All these needs can be reflected into 3 sub-categories, being:
• Availability (50%)
• Recoverability (30%)
• Degradability (20%)
The availability is weighed the most as this is mostly observable by the users of the
lighting system. Recoverability is weighted more than degradability as recovery from a
failure should be as fast as possible.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these three sub-criteria:
1. Availability
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The amount of time the system is operating correctly at the time it is needed. The
availability of the system related to full functionality, as defined by a performance
and services agreement. Degraded functionality, performance, and services are
considered to be affecting the full availability.
As reference, a typical system with 6000 connected luminaires is used.
Availability is expressed in (aggregated) days per year (365d) for a system
running 3000hrs/year at 25oC.
Scoring explained (1 lowest, 5 highest):
1. 361/365: System is not fully operational for a total of 4 days
2. 362/365: System is not fully operational for a total of 3 days
3. 363/365: System is not fully operational for a total of 2 days
4. 364/365: System is not fully operational for a total of 1 day
5. 365/365: System is fully operational without any day lost
Note: Availability of data may be based on more hours per day, as sometimes
the sensors are active also during office night time, to detect “illegal” activity in a
building. Theses sensor may be active for 24/7.
2. Recoverability:
The capability of the system to re-establish to its agreed level of functionality,
performances and services, in case of a failure, and is measured in the time/effort
needed to recover into a consistent system state. It is about observable recovery
time, which could be noticed by the people using the lighting system. Behind the
scenes recovery may still be continue, but are not observable.
Scoring explained (1 lowest, 5 highest):
1. An observable recovery time (<24h), before system reaches consistent
system state again (e.g. because of device replacement)
2. An observable recovery time (<60min), before system reaches consistent
system state again (e.g. because of manual intervention)
3. An observable recovery time (<10min), before system reaches consistent
system state again (e.g. because of manual intervention)
4. An observable recovery time (<1 sec), before system reaches consistent
system state again
5. No observable recovery time
3. Degradability:
The effort required to re-establish the essential functionality, after detection of a
failure.
Definition of essential functionality: it is the basic functionality without additional
features. E.g. the essential functionality of a light source is to produce light, doing
it in a smart way is not essential, but is a feature.
Scoring explained:
1. No degradation possible, system will switch off.
2. A failing area within the system can be isolated from system, to
compensate the failure by offering partial operation of the system
(Segmentation)
3. A failing device of the system can be isolated from system, to compensate
the failure by offering partial operation of the system
4. Upon a failure, the system and its components can compensate the
failure by offering a minimum functionality and performance during failure
(Safe Mode)
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5. Upon a failure, the system and its components can compensate the
failure by a gracefully degradation of features during operation at the time
of the failure (Degraded Mode, including roll-back scenarios)

1.4.2 Performance
Explanation and Motivation
Lighting has some special requirements regarding performance which are different from
the rest of the components in a building. The OpenAIS system architecture has to fulfil
these requirements to ensure the acceptance of such a solution.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. Time to light (TTL)
TTL is the time from starting interacting with a lighting management system (e.g.
using a switch or pressing a button on a tablet/smartphone) until experiencing a
reaction from a luminaire. This time should be similar to an electrical installation,
simple because people are used to it (if the time is too long, we start pressing
the switch repeatedly, which could lead to unexpected behaviour).
Metric of this criterion is focused on the time.
2. Synchronicity when switching/dimming a group of devices
The synchronicity of a group of luminaires when switching/dimming is an
important quality aspect of a good lighting solution (e.g. to archive uniform
intensity characteristics on a ceiling).
Metric of the criterion is the possibility of starting, starting and stopping and taking
the identical end value after switching and dimming.
3. Start-up time until the system is in regular state (up and running) again
after power loss
The start-up time after power loss / repowering again is the time until the system
is operational after the system is not in regular state due to power loss or
initiation. Therefore this time should be as short as feasible.
Metric of this criterion is the system start-up time after power loss/repowering
until the system is in regular state again.

1.4.3 Compliance with functional requirements
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Explanation and Motivation
Functional requirements define what a system is supposed to do, which is the primary
criteria while evaluating a product. Therefore, compliance with functional requirements
is a fundamental aspect of any architecture. This criterion aims to compare approaches
for fulfilling functional requirements.
This criterion reflects the differences between architectures by inspecting their approach
while fulfilling functional requirements. This could improve the comparison quality since
it gives an idea about how difficult is it to comply with the functional requirements for a
given architecture. The method used to fulfil functional requirements can be a vital
criterion while comparing architectures.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these three sub-criteria:
1. Availability of required functionality (according to Kano model)
It is advantageous to categorize functional requirements according to their
importance. A basic function must be fulfilled in all costs, whereas a performance
requirement might be let down. This kind of discrimination allows more accurate
measurements.
Metric of this criterion is focused on defining categories of enabled requirements
ordered by importance.
2. Tools to enable required functionality
There could be more than one tool to enable a functionality. Categorization of
these tools can give a hint about the ease of fulfilling requirements. A common
and well known tool (like a browser) is more advantageous over a complex tool
that requires unique expertise.
Metric of this criterion is focused on defining categories of tools to enable
requirements. These categories are ordered by their ease of use/access.
3. Interfaces / access points to the system to enable required functionality
The way of accessing a system can reflect the difficulties while enabling
functionalities. Complex access mechanisms might lead to problems while using
the functionality. These problems usually cause performance related problems.
However, they can also prevent enabling a functionality. Therefore, inspecting
the differences between access mechanisms can give a useful insight while
comparing the architectures.
Metric of this criterion is focused on categorizing different access mechanisms
regarding to their commonness, ease of use and automation.
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1.4.4 Security
Explanation and Motivation
Connection to a larger network of any previously less-connected system immediately
expands the set of possible attackers and attack vectors. This is the inevitable drawback
for the benefits of being able to communicate with more actors in more ways.
This criterion is intended to capture the degree to which each OpenAIS candidate
architecture recognises and addresses the threats related to IP connectivity, and does
so while preserving benefits.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
1. The system retains the interconnection and interoperation benefits of IP
and is easy to access for legitimate installers, developers and end users.
Use of IP networking with well-specified application-layer web APIs opens up a
near-infinite number of service and equipment integration possibilities, but only
if the security and access control mechanisms allow for controlled, individual
access by such people and machine processes.
Realising the full benefits of OpenAIS connectivity means adopting an
architecture that is internet oriented from the beginning, expecting and handling
future additional actors by means of a comprehensive specification for
application layer APIs and their related access control.
34% weighting reflects an equal weight in this criterion, compared to the weights
of other sub-criteria
2. The security model embodies “defence in depth”
Flat or perimeter security is widely accepted to be a broken model at all scales,
whether enterprise intranets or device operating system software. Granular
security domains aligned on internal physical or logical architectural components
are now the preferred model, forcing attackers to proceed one component at a
time instead of simply scaling the perimeter wall and wreaking havoc inside it.
Further aspects of defence in depth are that monitoring systems exist to detect
and alert to abnormal activity, and that recovery from attack is possible without
having to reinstall or replace devices. Additionally to this, the longevity of the
system, the availability of security fixes on continuous basis and the ability to
apply them in the field are further aspects to weight.
Appropriate security has a huge impact on actual cost of ownership and the
saleability of OpenAIS systems.
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33% weighting reflects an equal weight in this criterion.
3. The security model provides for typical commercial building sector roles
and responsibilities, and changes of role holders
Roles are an often neglected part of IT system design, but they are essential to
properly defining and maintaining who is allowed to do what in the system.
Inappropriate roles that do not match experienced reality lead to userworkarounds like shared logins, security disablement, or simply not dealing with
issues. In commercial indoor lighting, these roles include landlords and tenants
and may be handed to new role holders when a tenant changes or a building
changes hands.
Appropriate role models are important both for effective security and
accountability, and for usability of the resulting system.
33% weighting reflects an equal weight in this criterion.

1.4.5 R&D effort
Explanation and Motivation
The introduction of any new system architecture requires a significant R&D investment
from the manufacturers of lighting systems. When OpenAIS systems are adopted by
these organisations, a new hardware and software architecture have to be developed
based on the OpenAIS reference architecture and standards. As OpenAIS defines new
concepts geared at adapting IoT and other emerging standards, it is expected that these
investments will be substantial.
This criterion reflects the various elements of those investments as differentiating
elements in the selection process between the various candidate architectures. Of
course the actual R&D-investments will depend on the starting situation per organization
and as such this criterion can only be an estimated average.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into three sub-criteria:
1. R&D cost for first system development
This primary sub-criterion reflects the development effort for the definition of the
architecture, the design and implementation of the first components as well as
the integration, test and fielding of the first system. This development effort
includes the costs for the personnel involved as well as material costs for any
prototypes and test equipment.
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The scoring metric is expressed in investment budget (EURO) as a gross total
for the costs of above activities. The proposed values on the scale are based on
expert experience for similar “major” developments from the past.
2. R&D cost for component development
Next to the initial development effort to create a new system based upon the
concepts of the OpenAIS project, also the cost of further near future
developments related to the introduction of OpenAIS needs to be taken into
account. An important factor in this are the R&D investments required to create
new components fitting the OpenAIS system. It is expected that many
components will have to be redeveloped as a consequence of the transformation
towards the new architecture.
The scoring metric is expressed in investment budget (EURO) as a gross total
for the costs of above activities. The proposed values on the scale are based on
expert experience for similar “major” developments from the past.
3. Transition cost of organisation (training, hiring, delay)
OpenAIS will introduce a plethora of new technologies and concepts that have
not been used within the lighting field before, where proprietary technologies
were the standard. This probably means that the R&D departments involved in
the creation of the new OpenAIS based architecture will have to transform. New
technologies have to be learned, inevitably initial errors will be made and
probably some new personnel has to be hired to fill in the competence gaps
quickly.
Such a transition costs time (learning, building up experience) and reduces the
efficiency of a development organization for some time. Also hiring new
personnel skilled in the technologies only delivers limited relief as these
newcomers usually lack the domain knowledge.
The scoring metric takes the following aspect into account: the amount of training
needed in the R&D department, the loss of efficiency (expressed in an idle
period) and the required new hirings.

1.4.6 Business control points (vendor differentiation)
Explanation and Motivation
Whenever a standard is formulated it needs to balance the vendor differentiation and
the uniformity and reliability of the offer. The better this is achieved, the better the whole
standard performs and the more it will be used.
Therefore we measure the ability of the architecture to allow vendors to deploy their own
offer without conflicting with the standard.
Explanation and justification of the sub-criteria and metrics (used in the decision
matrix)
This criterion is divided into these sub-criteria:
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1. A vendor can deliver and use functionalities above the standard features
A standard may not cover all possible features that vendors may want to deliver.
A preferable standard will allow vendors to use private functionality (under
control of the standard) for their own differentiating offer, and to make sure this
is integrated into the standard operation seamlessly.
The scoring looks to the ability of the standard to manage and allow these more
private communications.
2. A vendor can deploy additional system functionality to all networked
devices
If the functionality of a system should be extended, it is advantageous if this can
be done using the hardware already installed.
Vendor differentiation in functionality should be available without the need to
replace all hardware of a system.
The scoring looks to the quality the system supports and handles added
functionality across devices.
3. A vendor can detect and use additional functionality supplied by a foreign
device
Vendors may have supplied extra functionality with their devices. This should be
available for use by others.
The vendor differentiation works better if advanced features of devices are not
locked exclusively into the vendors offer to use them.
The scoring looks to the efforts necessary and the ability to use extra functionality
of devices.
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2 SETUP AND VERIFICATION OF THE DECISION
MATRIX
2.1 SETUP OF THE DECISION MATRIX
The decision matrix comprises 18 decision criteria. The rating of each decision criteria
is multiplied with an assigned weight in order to obtain the corresponding score. For a
good visual comparison between the architectures, radar charts are used.

Each criterion is divided into three sub-criteria. The weighted sum of the scores of these
three sub-criteria creates the score of the main criteria. These three sub-criteria are
isolated from each other. They are rated using specific metric for each sub-criteria. They
have been placed in another worksheet. Some of the sub-criteria can be seen below.
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Each sub-criteria is rated from 1 to 5. Ratings can be extracted from an architecture
document. The rating process is enabled by creating different metric for each subcriteria.
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2.2 VERIFICATION OF THE DECISION MATRIX
The decision matrix is tested with the first candidate architecture of OpenAIS and the
baseline architecture (Zumtobel Litecom). Experts of both these systems have
provided the capabilities of their architecture by selecting ratings for each sub-criteria.
(Weights of the criteria are set to 1)
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The verification process compares these two architectures:
•
•

OpenAIS Candidate Architecture 1
Zumtobel LITECOM
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3 CONCLUSION
This document describes the entire process of decision making for the OpenAIS
architecture. Although the process is more elaborate (due to the variety of requirements
and the purpose of repetitive use), it is in compliance with the state of the art
approaches. This process starts with determining the decision making elements from a
list of requirements and the detailing of these decision making elements to remove any
potential ambiguity as clearly described in the document. The resulting information and
the verdicts of experts are placed in a decision matrix that generates spider diagrams
that compare different architectures for the analysis and the discussion of lighting
architecture experts in the project. This enables partners to make a conscious choice
for the OpenAIS architecture by clearly laying out the advantages and the disadvantages
of every architecture candidate with respect to the criteria under consideration.
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